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COUNTY GOVERNMENT OF KILIFI
FIRST ASSEMBLY – (SECOND SESSION)
THE COUNTY ASSEMBLY

ORDER PAPER
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, 2014 AT 9.00 A.M

PRAYERS
Determination of Quorum
1. Administration of Oath
2. Communication from the Chair
3. Messages
4. Petitions
5. Papers
6. Notices of Motion
7. Statements
8* MOTIONS- HON. SAIDI NDEME MWACHENDA
FOOD SECURITY IN KILIFI COUNTY (DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURERESUMPTION OF BUSINESS FROM THURSDAY MARCH 13TH 2014 AFTERNOON
SESSION)
Aware, that there is food shortage in Kilifi County and so many people starving/ dying
of hunger in almost 30% of the parts of the County despite the fact that we have a lot
of land as compared to other counties.
Still aware that our County is among the marginalized counties in Kenya but having
some rivers cutting across like the Sabaki River which is a permanent river.

The County Assembly therefore urges that County Governments through the Ministry
of Agriculture to start a food security program so as to make sure that everyone has an
access to sufficient safe, nutritious food to maintain a healthy county.
That the County government introduces irrigation system through water harvesting and
rivers together with making enough fish ponds as well as encouraging people to grow
as many species of food as possible depending on the type of soil and temperature of a
certain place. Giving out of seeds and fertilizers for free and capacity building together
with keeping some regulations in place to control the sale of farms and farm products
meaninglessly.
Finally, this county government construct enough county food granaries for good food
storage and making sure that there is health, and enough food as well as food banks
where even donors can donate the aids before the crisis for emergency food samples in
order to carter for the needy people in the County.

………………………………………………….
SAIDI NDEME MWACHENDA
MARIAKANI WARD

9* Bills
10* Adjournment

